• Connects To Front Of Tractor
• Cut Material Before Driving Over
• Flip Up Deck
• Excellent Visibility
• Heavy Duty Deck Construction
The HQ680 Tough Cut is designed for mowing high grass, thick weeds, and heavy brush. A large baffled front opening directs material into the deck and helps hinder debris from escaping.

Three heavy-duty blades counter rotate to cut and deposit waste evenly without windrowning. Capable of tackling saplings up to one inch in diameter, the Tough Cut makes short work out of overgrown thickets.

The Tough Cut can be set to three cutting heights, 3, 3¾, and 4¼ inches. The optional swivel wheel kit provides eight different cutting heights ranging from 3½ to 7 inches.

The HQ680 can be tilted up to access the underside of the mower deck for cleaning, maintenance, or storage. Additionally, easy servicing of belts and pulleys is accessible by the hinged, removable cover.